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Melvyn Bragg : Well,we could have had a better start than hearing about England cricket to tell you the truth! Anyway.....erm one of the greatest mysteries facing science and philosophy today is the problem of consciousness.Can we explain  our perception of colour,smell or what it's like to be in love,in purely physical terms? Can memory ,conviction and reason,be explained primarily in terms of  neural firing sequences in the brain? Three centuries ago,Descartes famously believed that the problem was best solved by being ignored,was he right? Could it be that that the human mind is just not built to understand its own basis?
 With me to try to unravel the complexities of consciousness are the philosopher,Ted Hondricht (???), recently retired from his post as Groach (???) Professor of the Philosophy of Mind and Logic at University College,London,and the eminent physicist and mathematician,Sir Roger Penrose,author of,amongst many other books,"The Large,The Small and the Human Mind",he's the former Rouse-Ball Professor of Mathematics at Oxford.
 Is it possible,elliptically,or briefly,to say,what consciousness is,Roger Penrose?

Roger Penrose : Well,that's a difficult question (Mel laughs),but I mean,by consciousness I would tend to mean,basically awareness,er...but also...that's the sort of passive aspect of consciousness,but also freewill,whatever these things mean,I would say,is included in,sort of,the active aspect of consciousness.But basically being aware,it's hard to define,because I don't think we really know what it is yet.

Melvyn Bragg :  Ted Hondricht?

Ted Hondricht : I think consciousness is at bottom,something you can call perceptual consciousness, that is,being aware of the room you are in,or perhaps aware of the car you are driving,and if one asks the question,"what is it it be aware of one's surroundings,what is it to be perceptually conscious?",I think the proper answer is essentially this,it's for a world,in a way,to exist.That answer isn't this one,that the world exists and you're somehow you are aware of it,Rather, the claim is that what it is to be aware of a world is for the world to exist.That's my own view,and not popular,but it might be true,anyway.

[Yes,but that view means that the only existence what we make up which makes it open season for all sorts of mystic and semi-religious views to say "If I think X in my head then the world is X,regardless of what anyone else tells me".In other words that there is no objective world.Contrariwise,like as not, Roger will show that the opposite view,the Platonic one,is consistent with what all witness and also creates a "world is out there" scenario,that means that all of us have a common basic experience. Indeed if this were not true,physics would be unable to function,and it is why the view Ted extols is unpopular as it essentially at odds with science -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Roger Penrose,why does this consciousness.....why is it so fascinating for both philosophers and scientists?

Roger Penrose : I think it's something that people have been of course,interested in since we begin to think about things at all,but I think the main question is why scientists have become interested in this......

Melvyn Bragg :  Indeed.

Roger Penrose : ......and I think it is a bit of a new phenomenon that scientists have taken this subject seriously.I think it's partly a matter of being able,much more accurately, to tell where different things are happening in the brain,are these techniques like PET scans,and so on,which can pinpoint thoughts and things of that sort.It doesn't tell us much more,because to know where something is happening, doesn't really tell us what's going on,which makes the phenomenon of being aware......what is it that does that? Errr......

Melvyn Bragg :  What sort of pinpointing,to be more specific for our listeners,what sort of pinpointing would you give as an example of .......

Roger Penrose :  Well....

Melvyn Bragg :   ....scientists developing in this area,and therefore thinking they can have an interest in this area?

Roger Penrose :  Well,there are certain very clear cut things like perception of motion or perception of colour,which are in quite two.......two quite different parts of the brain.I mean this is one of the big puzzles that neurophysiologists have about understanding how it is we form a mental image of something,because the different ingredients to that mental image are involved.....different parts of the brain are involved,and they can be quite different,you know quite widely separated regions in the brain,but yet one doesn't have this somehow image of different things,separate.So there's this problem of how we find...form one image.But the fact that these different aspects of an image,in a sense, registered in different parts of the brain,is something that's known now,from these kinds of scans that can be done.

Melvyn Bragg :  Ted Hondricht.

Ted Hondricht : Could I promote a certain distinction which I think is very necessary here? There's the question of what consciousness is,first of all,and it's the one we began with,and gave our initial answers to,and there's the question of what the basis or explanation or cause of consciousness is,and that second question is,of course,a  separate one.Now many people believe that the basis or cause or explanation of consciousness is in the brain,and indeed in particular parts of it,which are well studied.I wasn't quite clear whether Roger Penrose had the view that,not only the basis or cause of consciousness is in the brain,but also had the view,perhaps slightly more remarkable,that consciousness itself is that stuff in the brain.That is essentially electrochemical activity.That second view is perhaps less attractive than the first,sometimes called "eliminative materialism",and usually held in...

Melvyn Bragg :  You're going a bit too fast for us,you really are...

Ted Hondricht :  ....places of strong sunlight......

Melvyn Bragg : ....you really are going a bit too fast for us.You've got to take.....this one step....well,I've got to take this one stage at a time,you maybe have brilliant listeners out there, but....just one point at a time.Do you want to reply to the first part of that,Roger?

Roger Penrose :   Well let me say,I don't think it's electrochemical processes in the brain,let me just...(laughs),I mean I can say a bit more what I do think it is,but that's certainly not my view.I think we're a long way to go before we know what's going on.So I think there's something quite different from ordinary physical processes involved.

Melvyn Bragg : Can I go back for one moment? Can you tell us about the theories of functionalism which were one way to understand the modern understanding of consciousness,as I understand it,following on from Gilbert Riles book in the middle of the century...middle of this century,the concept of the mind,initiated behaviourism and then functionalism,which became an idea a way of looking at it? If you could tell us what that was and where it got to.

Ted Hondricht : I take it that functionalism might be thought to have its origin in certain truisms.If you tried to explain say what a desire was,a desire in general,it would be impossible to leave out that desires were owed.....are owed to or spring from perceptions or input and they give rise to behaviour or output.The desire for a glass of wine,is very typically the effect of seeing the man with a tray of glasses,and it's the cause of one's arm going out to grasp a glass.So an adequate conception of a desire would include the input and the output.Functionalism takes the radical step of saying that the desire is no more than whatever is in those causal or possibly logical relations.
It's just the state,that is the effect of certain input and the cause of certain output.

Melvyn Bragg :  So love is a series of bodily movements for instance?

Ted Hondricht :  Well functionalism is yet more,so to speak,elusive than that,because what makes the thing a desire,is that it's in those relationships,it needn't be neurochemical,it needn't be silicon and it needn't be anything.Whatever is in those relationships,that is whatever "functions" in this way,is a certain kind of effect and a certain kind of cause,is a desire,and more generally conscious states are things that stand in these causal or indeed logical or computational relations.That roughly is functionalism.

[The phrase "no more" and "computational" presume that human aspects can be "reduced" to "no more" than a "computation".Intuitively we feel that we are more than a computation.AI Researchers maintain that such computation exists and that "mind" can be recreated on this basis.It is us that created computers not the other way around.They are less complex than we,and as Roger's view posits are built on an entirely different premise than computation.One thing that we do is use logic and reason,and we have incorporated this into machines.What phases mystics and the semi-religious is that they figure we are not like these machines,we are "more" than that.Indeed,this is what Roger's view asserts,so modern physics is consistent with their intuition.But this does not mean that logic and reason can be dispensed with.Indeed in order to discover that we are more than just computation, Roger used human reasoning,his views aren't built on sheer speculation but follow a path that goes from IF A is the case then B follows logically -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Roger Penrose,of course you're a physicist and you're coming at consciousness from that point of view,but you've so far...you've been,as you've said publically,well in your books,you've been disappointed because you've spoken of a "missing physics".You've said that physics can deal marvellously with the big problems,Newtonian physics,the tiny tiny problems from quantum physics,but there's a missing physics.

[The "collapse of the wave function" is an attempt to show how the capacities of the quantum realm with it's myriad possibilities and probabilities,melds into what we see as "actuality".This presumes that there is an "actuality" that is not open to humans to make up their minds about or twist through perception.Of course this doesn't mean that people's perceptions can be narrowed to such an extent that opinions as to what happened in certain human situations aren't open to interpretation based on strength of feeling or upbringing etc,but that the witnessing of a physical circumstance such as the smashing of a glass is witnessed by all in the same way.Thinking that the glass hasn't smashed or having a "perception" that the glass hasn't smashed is then merely playing with definitions or trying to deny what is actually the case -LB]

First of all, what's that? And secondly, why should that have the answer?

Roger Penrose :  Well I think there are two separate issues here.One is...has nothing to do with the mind,or at least it doesn't have to have.Namely that there is something missing,fundamentally missing in our physical picture of the world.Now this just comes from physics,and that the thing I regard as "missing",is the sort of bridge between the quantum level,which describes how atoms,fundamental particles molecules behave,and the large scale classical level,which describe how cricket balls behave,and there is a sort of stop gap way in which this is treated at the moment,but I think this is just a fudge and that we are going to have to have some new physics which bridges that gap,and I just think it's missing.Now whether that has anything to do with consciousness,of course is a separate issue,and I think my main reasons for believing it has something to do with consciousness [And it is a belief since it isn't proved -LB],or that consciousness depends upon it,put it like that,I don't think it answers the question of what consciousness is.But I think consciousness depends upon this missing ingredient,and the reasons come partly from the belief that the two levels of physics that we do understand,the quantum and classical levels are basically computational [Pay attention to this word and it's relation to functionalism -LB],so they're things that we could simulate on a computer as we understand computers today,and I have strong reasons to believe [Notice that although a belief has been formulated,it requires reasons -LB] that our conscious thinking is not something of that character.So if we believe it's physical,we have to look to something which is not in our present physical world view,and the most likely place,is this gap between the small and large scales.
[Much more likely than anything to do with divine processes -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  And you've talked about micro tubules being a possible key to understanding.

Roger Penrose :  Yes and again it's a somewhat negative argument in the sense that I don't see any role for this gap being sort of relevant in ordinary nerve signal propagation.You have to look down more deeply into smaller structures,more organised structures,
[For the capacity of structure to originate spontaneously from simple forms see "Figments of Reality" by Ian Stewart and Jack Cohen -LB]
things of a more crystal like nature,which could possibly support the quantum level,and you need to go both sides if you like.You need something which could support quantum level activity and something classical,so that you can make use of the bridge between the two.But it is a somewhat negative argument.

Melvyn Bragg :   Yeah.Ted Hondricht,what do you think of this argument?

Ted Hondricht :  Well,I'm afraid Melvyn,possibly to your irritation,I would like to go back to the two questions.....

Melvyn Bragg :   No,No I wasn't irritated.......

Ted Hondricht :  ...which I wanted to separate.

Melvyn Bragg :  ....I was just trying to sort of get a cleaner line.It was.....

Ted Hondricht :  And the....and the two questions are,what is consciousness,and secondly,what is it's cause or basis,and they are distinct.Now it's very unclear to me,whether Roger thinks consciousness is micro tubules or micro tubular activity......

Roger Penrose :   I said.....no....

Ted Hondricht :  ...that is neurophysiological activity of some sort,or whether he thinks that that neurophysiological activity is the basis or ground or cause of consciousness.Now,if he thinks the second thing,that is a fairly conventional view.A version of the though that consciousness is somehow based in the brain,but doesn't give us any answer to the first and fundamental question,what consciousness really is.

[This distinction is rather like asking "what actually is electricity?".We know what humans experience and we know what we describe it in terms of and how we model it.This seems to be the basis for the discrepancy between the perception based ideas and the Platonic view.To some extent reality is defined by what we witness. Electricity IS what we describe it as.We have nothing else to compare it with.So consciousness IS  DEFINED AS the thing that is the product of neurophysiological activity. That is just a statement of fact.It has to be,short of any semi-religious views.Roger's view is unconventional in that the basis of the activity is seen as something that is non-computational.All the distinct processes that make up brain activity with some exceptions have models,be it how chemicals or proteins work or how neurones fire.Roger is suggesting (as I understand it) that the fundamental basis which allows consciousness to exist cannot have a computational model and is requiring physical explanations that don't currently exist.In this sense it is not it total opposition to mystical views,which begs the question why they are so anti-science.But rather than say that what happens is due to something we never can know,he is saying it is due to something we currently don't know.These views are characterised in his books as view (D) and (C) respectively -LB]

Roger Penrose :   Can I perhaps comment? Because I think the important thing is we need to know more about what the world is like.I mean when you ask questions like what consciousness is,we don't even know what an electron is.I mean until we know better what the physical world is like,we're not going to know how we can fit the phenomenon of consciousness in together with that physical picture.So I think... I think.... I have a feeling you're looking at this rather,in ,if you like,and old-fashioned way,in which physics is viewed,we're going to have to know more about the physical world before we can attempt seriously to answer this kind of question.

[The "old-fashioned way" is really the naive pseudo-deep questions of existence.We could say "What is light really?" other than our description of it.But there ISN'T anything other than our description of it,and whilst what we perceive it to be somewhat makes it what it is,this doesn't mean that it's open to individual perceptions to decide what they will witness anymore than it does any other physical phenomenon.Light (and other physical phenomena) have physical effects that occur REGARDLESS of what you wish to perceive light as,and it is this that is investigated by physics.You could say that light was a series of angels all deciding to stream to us to help us see things,but this is inconsistent with tests done on light to find out what it is.If light was angels then it still acts as though it is photons as described by physics.Any view that posits it as not being photons has done no testing,and is a belief -LB]

Ted Hondricht :  But still,could I ask the question,once more? You mentioned micro tubules,which are...they are a neurochemical fact.Do you take consciousness to consist in them,or to be based on them?

[The subtle distinction Ted appears to be making is "Is consciousness nothing more than what micro tubules do",or "Is consciousness something more than what micro tubules do,but requires micro tubules in order to exist?".I think he's right to ask this,as Roger doesn't appear to have answered it clearly -LB]

Roger Penrose :  No the micro tubules are just a vehicle,I mean they're not the important phenomenon.The important thing is to tap into something in the physical world which is much deeper than those things we know about the physical world already.

[So micro tubules exploit a physical parameter which currently is not understood,which allows our consciousness to exist -LB]

We have some feeling about the quantum level of the world.We have some feeling about the classical level of the world.

[It's perhaps worth noting that most lay people have only feelings and intuitions based on the classical level of the world and most do not even know that it is called "classical" or what this means.much less that classical physics has been overhauled to include non-linear phenomena which render Newtonian systems more complex than they used to be seen.Perhaps the distinctions can be highlighted with respect to a snooker table.Prior to now,the Newtonian system was characterised by saying that given a certain arrangement of balls that calculations could be carried out to predict whether the ball would end up in the pocket,and indeed to a certain level of accuracy it can,this would render the "skill" of a snooker player academic,and lead to the diminishing reductionist view of human attributes.With the advent of Chaos theory,it was realised that such equations governing physical systems such as snooker tables meant that (especially in the case of "cannon" shots) such systems were "sensitive to initial conditions" and that really no measurement was accurate enough to be able to predict with certainty, even if prediction might be made with some accuracy (snooker/pool PC games exist using the "classical" equations and model reality quite well).Quantum mechanics and Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle,maintain that there is a fundamental limit to accuracy,because the wave particles making up the snooker balls in sense are not locatable and defines the smallest measurable length.This means that the classical level is always inaccurate and in a sense the snooker players "skill" is real since he his trying to judge from experience classical equations with their in built quantum and chaotic uncertainty.This puts the "human" back into human being and does not diminish humanity.It also means that mystic views of fate and destiny are false,but these are diminishing to our freewill,and so modern physics allows us to have freewill too.It's perhaps still not clear what the distinctions are between Quantum and Classical or how they relate to human experience,or why Chaos is not randomness,this only shows how inevitable it is that one needs mathematics and physics to make the distinctions,and develop and intuitive insight into these kinds of problem -LB]

We have almost none about the bridge between the two,and I believe you need to tap into that bridge in order to sort of manifest consciousness.

Melvyn Bragg : Can I ask you,Roger,you've always claimed that consciousness can't be simulated on by computers,given apparent advances in artificial intelligence.Why do you feel so strongly about that?

Roger Penrose :  Well....

Melvyn Bragg :  What's your evidence?

Roger Penrose : ....(laughs)...

Melvyn Bragg :  (coughs) Excuse me.What's your evidence? 

Roger Penrose :  I think there's more than one piece of evidence there.I mean computers certainly do wonderful things,and of course one famous example is Deep Blue and its Chess match against Gary Kasparov,where it did win the match,lucky it might have been,but it did win the match. However,there are Chess positions that you can give to Deep Blue and it simply makes completely stupid moves,and you can understand why it makes those stupid moves,and you can understand what the right moves are,and the reason is it has no understanding.Now I would say,that the word "understanding" more or less characterises what I regard the things that computers can't do.They don't have any understanding.

[It is perhaps the same thing which renders the lay person from not following the precepts that make a scientific conclusion valid,albeit it may be more to do with not having done physics or mathematics at the level that it becomes second nature,and creates an intuitive insight.Doing science is somewhat like riding a bicycle or learning to swim.You can explain to others how to do it and what the consequences are,but you can't get them to have the same ability until they have tried it for themselves. Like riding a bicycle it requires an adept ability to gain confidence that the system will not fail you,and that you have a certain balance or control over it -LB]

You can see why they do well in the tasks that they do well.It's human understanding that is being,you know applied again and again and again,but there's no understanding that the computer has.

[Which means there is no rational basis for technophobia.Machines are mindless automatons,and those who chide computers and at the same time reject science for reducing them to an automaton but feel that they are not,should not then be afraid of something that they are far superior to.
 Continued phobia means that either the average computer is programmed with the net input of people who are even in their most autonomic,capable of out performing your average lay person,or that those who maintain that humans are superior are actually wrong and that those who are phobic are even more incapable than a mindless machine at performing basic tasks in logical sequence.
Alternatively,the response is evoked out of irrational emotional responses,or is an indication of the difference in mind set between those that make computers and those that have to use them.
 There are plans afoot to make computers sympathetic to people's emotional states,which presumably involves making them capable of doing more tasks upon their own whims.As it is software that does this is all the more infuriating to those of us who wish it to do as it's told,not what it likes. Microsoft Word for instance has become more of a pain the more complex it has become and the more auto functions are incorporated.Now it's next to impossible to get it to do what you want -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  So therefore the computer model doesn't take you very far.You use the example of children's grasp of natural numbers here don't you?

Roger Penrose : That's.....yes,I think that's rather a good example.The trouble with Chess is that it's a finite game,and you could ultimately design a computer which by brute force computation could do as well as you like,in principle,I mean it's beyond present day capabilities.

[Note the IN PRINCIPLE argument.The computer would not be more intelligent than a human,it would merely think  N thousand moves ahead,defeating the practical limits on humans actual abilities.Computers are good at these solving by brute force methods or where lots of the same process is required to be repeated.Humans by comparison are good at developing new ploys and stratagems that didn't previously exists.Computers can only be programmed with these capacities,they do not create them.It maybe that evolved computers or neural nets may have potentials to create new stratagems,but I doubt that a computer would have solved Fermat's Last Theorem,and in some cases like the Four Colour Theorem or Map paining problem,computer solutions that have tested every possibility are seen by mathematicians as having to take proof on trust.Mathematics is not given to achieving proofs in this way,it requires IN PRINCIPLE proofs,that are indisputable without testing every possibility (ie the mutilated chess board,or the infinitude of prime numbers).Currently only humans have the type of insight to solve such problems in an IN PRINCIPLE fashion,and dystopian visions such as "Terminator" or "Bladerunner" are premature because of this.At this point in time computers (digital ones) can not be anything more than extremely fast and dextrous morons.However any computer that exploited the same system as the "missing physics" which Roger is alluding to,would indeed be capable of being like us,potentially (there would be no IN PRINCIPLE reason to stop it).Such computers as those using the BZ reaction to solve mazes (World18.htm) may be indicating the kind of thing that would fulfil this -LB]

But,in mathematics,and the natural numbers,0,1,2,3,4 is an infinite family,and there is no way to encapsulate all the properties of  the natural numbers simply in terms of rules,or mechanical procedures [This may come as a shock to those of an anti-science view or a "maths is boring rigorous calculation" slant -LB],and that I think,reveals the phenomenon of understanding more clearly than something like a finite game like Chess.

Melvyn Bragg : Does that help in the search for consciousness Ted Hondricht?

Ted Hondricht :  I 'm afraid it darkens the scene,absolutely in several ways.Roger Penrose has an idea.....

Roger Penrose :  (indistinct) (laughs)

Ted Hondricht : .......has an idea that somehow understanding or insight is going to be particularly enlightening with respect to the subject of consciousness,and I fail to see that.

[Well that's Ted's failure,not Roger's inadequacy.Ted's obviously not read the books,or at least not UNDERSTOOD them -LB]

If one thinks about organisms from the amoeba up,at some point consciousness becomes a fact of such a an organism,a very low grade organism,but it is conscious.

[How do we know that? In some sense this defeats Roger's definition of it.It is not even clear that chimps have the same level of awareness as us.It is almost certain that amoeba do not.Merely on a basis of complexity it is questionable as to whether an amoeba can achieve such a state.Moreover since one cannot interrogate an amoeba one cannot do any test to show if it is conscious.So it is impossible to state that it is conscious with an certainty,as much as if not  more so than being able to say that it isn't.We define what we mean by consciousness and an amoeba does have the capacity much less the ability to recognise it's "self" (whatever that would mean) in a mirror -LB]

It's a long way off the understanding or insight or whatever which Roger Penrose associates with consciousness,that's one point.I have another,but maybe I'll wait for that one.

Roger Penrose :  Can I address that one?

Melvyn Bragg :  Address that one first.

Roger Penrose :  Well...

Melvyn Bragg :  One at a time it's easier.....

Roger Penrose : (laughs)

Melvyn Bragg :  In this sort of linear discussion,it does work better,yes if you answer that!

Roger Penrose :  Yes,I think there's a misunderstanding here .I'm not saying that this is the only manifestation of consciousness,I mean the perception of the colour red is a manifestation of consciousness.There are all sorts of things which.....where consciousness is involved.I'm just not talking about those particular things,and if I want to show that something lies outside computation, then if I can show it in one example,then that's sufficient,that means that you can't do it with computation.Now I'm not......I just think that you can't make a computational device perceive red either,but that's not something where I can apply mathematical arguments.So I'm certainly not saying this is the characteristic of consciousness,that consciousness is only understanding.There are many other aspects of consciousness,certainly.But it's the only one I can get a handle on,and to show that it is clearly,from mathematical argument,something outside a purely computational activity.

Ted Hondricht :  Well.....

Melvyn Bragg :  Can you take us to your next question?

Ted Hondricht :  ...I remain baffled about what Roger Penrose thinks consciousness is,but let me say just something about computation and computers.Certainly it's the case that present computers only compute.But I think Roger Penrose also holds the view that mechanical devices or artefacts couldn't do this shishi (??) thing,that is understanding or insight.It's not at all obvious that you shouldn't have a mechanical device which did that,non-computationally,

[I don't think he makes any claims for non-computational machines,although to be fair a machine suggests by its definition that it IS computational and uses an algorithm.Any "machine" that didn't use such an algorithm,presumably would be capable of being like us.As I understand it,this is not outlawed from happening under Roger's view.He's merely saying OUR consciousness whatever it is,is not like the capacities that a current digital computer has,and any machine built on that basis cannot IN PRINCIPLE achieve the consciousness that we have -LB]

and indeed,I think he actually allows that in his book ,rather late on.
[Ahhh so you have read them,so why is it so unclear ? -LB]

In which case,I'm not quite sure why he's so condescending about the poor computer.

[Because digital computers are computational and we're not,is that so hard to follow.Any "computer" that was to be like us,would be required to be non-computational like us,in order to achieve consciousness like ours.To be clear this does not mean that we do not or are not capable of calculating,it means that our conscious activities are not the product of simple rote procedures piled one upon another,as digital computers (even heuristic ones) are. The difference in idea perhaps between AI advocates is that consciousness is merely a matter of complexity or that we may be kidding ourselves and that we are merely very complex but still essentially rote and thus able to be copied by a digital machine,as opposed to Roger's view that we are not so composed,and that digital computers cannot model what we are -LB]

Roger Penrose :  The....the....to have a device which behaves non-computationally,would have to...we'd have to build it out of something we don't know about how to do at the moment.Ordinary.....I mean that's part of my argument.If you used simply classical physics,some use cogs,balls running around things like that,that wouldn't do it.If you used purely quantum end of things,that wouldn't do it either.So this is the reason I say you need something beyond the present physical picture.

[Is Ted really suggesting that a clock can be conscious or a virus perhaps? Viruses are already modelled on digital computers.The analog of them exists and functions exactly the same way.It is an automaton that says "copy me" in very much the same way DNA says "copy me".The question is whether something happens on the way from a virus as an automaton up to a human being.Are we merely complex automatons,like a virus only more complex? Or does a phase change happen along with the complexity resulting in a new emergent phenomena that is so complex and reliant on processes that don't have simple solutions.Or indeed is a virus as a quantum entity, more than just a "copy me" process existing in a chemical arena?
 Since a computational model exists,an analog of a virus in the digital domain,can the equivalent of consciousness exist (independently of humans)  as a digital model? How much is a digital virus like a real virus when one is digital codes and the other is quantum chemicals? Is the similarity only due to human correlations and if so,is that what makes it be able to computationally simulated? Or do such structures arise inevitably out of complex systems? (See "Figments of Reality)  -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   Can I just go back a little bit, in order to go forward? There have been lots of people writing....we've mentioned Descartes,far too briefly.Hobbe's idea that there was no fundamental difference between our minds and our bodies,is that a view which has any sort of currency at all today still, Ted Hondricht ?

Ted Hondricht : Well it does have currency in Southern California and Australia,those places have strong sunlight,which may affect philosophical reflection! That is there is the view that the mind is nothing but the brain,where that means that consciousness consists of nothing but electrochemical activity.But it's very much a minority view.Functionalism,the view that you mentioned earlier has,so to speak,replaced eliminative materialism,but seems open to as serious an objection as eliminative materialism,that is we intuitively say,both of those views leave something out.If somebody says consciousness is merely electrochemical activity,we're convinced that they've left something out in their account of consciousness,and so with the functionalist picture.
 I might add,that if it turned out,at some future date,that micro tubules in the brain were identified with consciousness,where their stuff was said to be consciousness,we would feel as strongly that something had been left out.But since Roger Penrose refuses to say whether he' s characterising consciousness in terms of this stuff,or merely saying that consciousness is based in this stuff,I don't know whether that point applies to him.

[The feeling that something is missed out,comes from our holistic sense of being.We don't see ourselves as being made of parts,even though we might say "my arm" as a distinct object..Split brain experiments still have an "I" and even multiple personalities seem to have an overarching controller.
 If consciousness is viewed as "the emergent property of a complex system that uses micro tubules to access some unknown aspect of physics",then this is as clear a definition as one can have given what is known and what is unknown. Mathematical emergent behaviour shows how properties can exist from systems without that property being inherently in any of the constituent parts.It appears due to the interaction of the parts,and is not a property of any one of them.It also disappears the same way it came,and this is the source of the mysterious nature of consciousness.As an emergent property,as with other types of the same phenomena,one wonders how it exists,when none of the actual parts contribute to it directly.An example recently alluded to was the capacity of the motor vehicle system to tend to be the most economical it can,even though each driver probably drives scenic routes and uses perhaps not the most economical car.Nevertheless there is a tendency towards economy for the system.This seems counter-intuitive and almost self-contradictory.But it is the same thing that causes a paradox for creationists in terms of the 2nd law of thermodynamics (entropy).They see a simple linear correlation between what the parts do  and what the system does as a whole and figure that the system should correlate with the parts.Not so.
 System behaviour doesn't necessarily correlate with sub component behaviour.As Gribbin and Davies point out in "The Matter Myth" local increases in complexity are paid for with increasing entropy elsewhere.There is a trade-off and the system can have net increasing entropy even though individual parts may have decreasing entropy.ON AVERAGE ,entropy increases,but locally it decreases.
 Another example is Keith Still's Crowd Fractals (an example of which is the background "About Me" section of my web page),which show organisation arising from crowd behaviour.No one is in direct communication with someone in a crowd asking where they intend to move,nevertheless there is a structure and organisation to a crowd that arises anyway (See Ian Stewart).This type of thing is what explains the "How do you explain how birds know how to fly in a flock?" type questions where it appears that there is some kind of divine capacity inherent in the object.It also explains such ignorant nonsense as "Aliens helped us build the pyramids" by showing how Pyramidal structures emerge out of being faced with defeating the laws of physics using the same technology.If we didn't have concrete,steel and plastics and modern metals,we would probably build pyramids too,since they are the only structure that won't fall over easily,as their centre of gravity renders then stable,and they are also practical in terms of construction -LB]

Roger Penrose :  I think.....you.....I have never claimed I know what consciousness is,and I think that the programme is to try and understand what consciousness is through various reasons,okay philosophical argument,logical argument,mathematical argument,physical argument,psychological argument,and so on[But not guesswork and believing any old thing -LB],neurophysiological arguments.But I'm not saying I know what it is[He's saying he knows one thing it isn't -LB],so I don't think it's fair to ask me this question (laughs) to define it,or anything like that.I don't think it's micro tubules,that's not the point.The point about the micro tubules is that they are the best bet that I know of in making use of the various aspects of the physical world that I think we're going to need to call upon.

Melvyn Bragg :  Ted Hondricht can I ask you,do you think that physics at the level practised by Roger Penrose and people,has got absolutely nothing to offer to the philosophy of consciousness? Because you seem to be banging down on it all the time.

[This is for the same reason mystics do it.They thing science is interfering in affairs that it should keep its nose out of.Strangely when asked what their view of consciousness is and asked to posit an alternate explanation they don't have one! -LB]

I mean I'm an outsider,I'm in....but the impression I'm getting....do you think there is nothing to offer? Do you think that....do you think that the mind is not available to the sort of investigation which Penrose has claimed -no more than an investigation -that he is conducting? That there is something that philosophers can discuss,assume,take as their agenda,which is the agenda of themselves alone.

[If he says there is nothing to offer then it's either sour grapes that philosophy has not contributed such progress to understanding to the mind,or that Ted belongs in camp (D) and is an out and out mystic -LB]

Ted Hondricht : I think,I thought with just about everybody else,that consciousness or mental activity,let me simply say consciousness is related to the brain,that is part of the explanation of somebody's being conscious,is brain activity,and indeed this is a well held and well researched view. [So what's wrong with it? -LB]

But while it's the case that physics will contribute more and more to that account of the basis of consciousness,I think nobody thinks that consciousness consists in electrochemical activity.
[No it consists as the consequence of electrochemical activity,which is subtly different.You won't find it in there,only in the interaction -LB]
Roger Penrose doesn't say so.

Melvyn Bragg :   D'you think that consciousness....?

Ted Hondricht : So if it's the case that consciousness is other than brain activity,then no matter the amount of science that goes into investigating activity you won't have got a conception of consciousness from it.

Melvyn Bragg :  But you seem to me to be very close to saying that no "matter" that can be discussed or described, can describe consciousness.

[In that emergent behaviour or brain activity are abstract descriptions of what matter is doing as a whole then they are not material and exist in just the state required to explain consciousness -LB]

That it's not ...it not something that we can.....that can be discovered through discovery of matter.Whatever matter,however tentatively,Penrose has put forward as a possible explanation for consciousness,you say "Well no that doesn't get us anywhere".

[He's unable to tell us what will, though.This is typical of the kind of attitude that exists outside of the sciences.They are all such pessimists. They say what humans can't achieve,not what they can.Let's not forget that mathematics as a science deals with abstract ideas and concepts as opposed to the material.It is physics that deals with the material.Together I don't think consciousness poses that much of a problem.It only requires what Roger suggests,better understanding of the physics of the world,more work,and the missing thing that correlates the classical with the quantum or replaces them both -LB]

Ted Hondricht : I think that his view is...his view...well I'm not quite sure what his view is.It's a little hard to pin it down.But I think...

Melvyn Bragg :   But I think the fact that it's hard to pin it down,is part of his view.
[But what his view is ,is not hard to pin down,in short it's this -There are these things in the brain called micro tubules. They are exploiting some mechanism that straddles classical and quantum physical world views. Something of this nature would be involved in explaining consciousness, therefore micro tubules have something to do with consciousness,and something to do with the "missing physics".-Why is that so hard? Perhaps Ted doesn't have quite as much consciousness as he thinks he does,if such simple things are so hard to follow.Perhaps he is evidence that amoebae are conscious! -LB]

Roger Penrose : Yep.

Ted Hondricht : Mmmmm,well....

Roger Penrose :  We don't know what it is.

Ted Hondricht : ...maybe I'd have pinned it down before he arrived at for discussion then and before he wrote his book!

[That's typical of the scoffing and ridiculing of scientists as "stating the obvious".In fact many taken for granted notions are only taken for granted BECAUSE scientists and mathematicians showed why they were so obvious.Indeed in the Greek maths it seems that so many obvious things have to be stated  or worked out.That's because they are not obvious as far as science is concerned.It is meticulous attention to detail of not accepting anything to be true on faith that makes it so powerful.In fact Roger's work has gone a long way to show what the nature of consciousness ought to be and what it isn't,regardless of not knowing know what it is.It is not at all intuitively obvious that consciousness can't be simulated by a rote machine.AI research continues undaunted.It's not as if Roger wrote "We don't know what consciousness is" on the first page of ENM and then merely repeated it in bold type in "Shadows of the Mind".There is an horrendous amount of complex work and thinking,concatenating many areas of science.To dismiss all this as "I knew that we didn't know what it was to start with" shows the smug,carping and whining and scoffing,usually indicative of creationists and mystics -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   No,no,no,no,no,that is....

Roger Penrose :  (laughs)

Ted Hondricht :  But does need pinning down.

Roger Penrose :  (indistinct)

Melvyn Bragg :  One is allowed to have honest doubt in religion,I don't see why it shouldn't apply to physics as well.

Ted Hondricht :  Well honest doubt is alright, mean I'm very happy that he should have honest doubt,and I certainly have honest doubt about his views.

[If someone says "We know X it could be that X needs Y to make Z based on evidence E" on what basis do you doubt it.Just doubting or not liking it isn't enough,you have to show where the fault is,Ted hasn't done this -LB]

But it is....it is.....

Melvyn Bragg :   Well do you have any honest doubt ....do you have any honest doubt about your own views,as a matter of interest? [That's it Mel,go for the throat! -LB]

Ted Hondricht : I have great honest doubt about my own views,but let me tell you what the view is and perhaps you'd like to bat it around a little bit.Alright?
[With any luck since Mel mentioned cricket,we can score a six and knock it out of the stadium -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   Sure.

Ted Hondricht : Erm,if you ask me,what it is for me,or Roger or you now to be conscious,or conscious of this room and we reflect on that,and we all do have a grip of what it is [Yawn! This sounds like a load of waffle with no actual ideas -LB],and we all think incidentally that it has a lot to do with the brain [Get to the point,what 's your view? -LB],it seems to me that the most persuasive first answer you can come to,is that what it is for me to be conscious of this room,is for this room,in a way to exist,yes?
 Now you're perhaps likely to hear that sentence in a way that suggest something like this -I'm not making any advance,I'm not giving any analysis of what it is to be conscious of this room,because I'm merely saying that a world exists in some metaphorical sense,and so there's no real explanation of what consciousness is in talking about the existence,in a way of a world,
[What way are we supposed to hear that sentence if not that way?

and I would like to dispute that,and it's the centre of my view.If you think of the physical world according to one conception,the physical or objective world,it consists,as indeed I think Roger implied a while back,it consists of atoms and sulphurs,roughly speaking,and the sulphurs are in space [Sulphurs??? -LB],and they are perceived by us,and the atoms are in space,not perceived by us,but they are causal with respect to the sulphurs.Now if you think of the perceived part of the physical world,the sulphurs,that world,in a sense,depends on our perceptual apparatus.Bats for example don't have the capability of .......having an appreciation of visual properties of the world.
[How can Ted know this.Bats have eyes and presumably they work just like ours do.Danah Zohar in "The Quantum Self" refers to Thomas Nagel's "What is it like to be a bat?" which presumably will have some bearing on the situation,as does her chapter 4 "Are electrons conscious.The only relevance of bats I can see here is as a description of Ted's state of mind -LB]

So the physical world,in it's sulphur part depends on us generally,and if you now go back to the world of perceptual consciousness,my world of perceptual consciousness,that depends on me,but the fact that it depends on me,shouldn't turn it into a mental world [If I follow what is being said,then Ted is saying that this doesn't mean we can make it up as we please -LB],any more than the fact that the perceived part of the physical world depends on all of us,or perceptual apparatus,turns that into a mental world.So I really want to say that the answer to the question of what perceptual consciousness is,is that it consists in the existence of a world which has a particular dependence on the perceiver.

[Wow stultifying,Ted's managed to tell us what we already knew too,before we began.More to the point, the Participant or Observer related Universe is a product of Quantum Physics,and as an indicator of how powerful Roger's view is,what he is saying is that the participator related phenomena isn't enough.Ted is merely citing one half of that which makes up a sub-point of Roger's view.Far from hitting us with a mind numbing view.Ted has stated the obvious too,but an obvious point that is much less pertinent than Roger's view.We already know that the world is to some extent reliant on our definitions and our senses,this is not a revelation,it is one of the main themes of Quantum Physics, exemplified by Schrodinger's hypothetical cat.It is only when the observation is carried out that reality is created.Ted is merely stating what Quantum Physics shows by default.Roger is saying that what happens in that process is not understood,but saying that it requires new physics and that whatever is happening is taking place in the micro tubules.Ted neither tells us anything about where consciousness is located nor what aspects of the world characterise it short of it being a dialogue.I don't see this as an explanation,it is merely a statement of intuition about consciousness.
As I see it,by analogy, Roger provides ideas of inertia and gravity and shows how your stomach continues in one direction whilst the roller coaster changes direction and brings to bear all of physics and mathematics and biology to explain why this continued motion results in a phenomenon witnessed by a roller coaster rider as "nausea" or "butterflies" or fear or excitement.Whilst Ted's view merely says "It causes a funny feeling in your stomach" which is a non-explanation since it doesn't say what feeling is,nor what funny is and is totally obvious -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  D'you think that that explanation allows your investigation to continue in the way that you're setting about it? Or does it run.......

Roger Penrose :  I think.....(laughs)

Melvyn Bragg : ...contrary to what your trying to do.

Roger Penrose :  I think I have more trouble understanding Ted's view than he's having understanding mine,here! [Way to go Roger,too right!-LB] That I really don't under.....I don't see how our....you can explain what consciousness is from somehow.....I mean you seem to be attributing the existence of the external world to our consciousness of it,

[That's exactly what he's doing,and that's exactly what mystics do.They have no proof that it isn't "out there",and indeed intuitively it exists independently of my witnessing of it,since people die and it doesn't stop existing merely because someone dies,though their experience of it dies with them.This view is an attempt to put the personal (subjective) into the objective world,or to claim that their is no such thing as objective reality.All the technology around us PROVES that there is an objective world around us,that even taking our perception into account,nevertheless can be understood be it on its own terms or in terms of human investigation.It is not beyond our comprehension,and it is not subject to individual human whimsies -LB]

which.....I don't think you're saying that are you? But it's the way it sounds,and so what about different individuals? You have two or three individuals all perceiving the same sofa,are there several sofas or is there one sofa?

[The mystic view tries to posit that the sofa is defined by you,and that reality is by mutual assent like morality,but this cannot be true,as different tests carried out by different scientists would yield different results depending on their perceptions,but that doesn't happen,the SAME results are obtained REGARDLESS of their perceptions,albeit human biases may come into it because of preconceptions, beliefs,or dogma.Ted seems to have a vested interest in defending a "there may be spirits" point of view,shown by his comment requiring a non material basis for mind -LB]

If there's nobody in the room and there's still a sofa,is there still a sofa there? 
[This is the "if a tree falls in a forest,and there is no one to hear it,does it make a sound?" question. Really that is a matter for philosophy.I personally think the sofa continues,and it is really reaching to say it doesn't exist when no one is there to witness it,but if you replace sofa with universe,the question is really about creation of notions of terms such as "existence" and the question would be without substance had not human beings created the notion.In a real sense without our notion the universe would not "exist",without us there,or some other intelligence to acknowledge it,though it may actually be physically present.I think any rational person can see that without us,that the universe could still be there.It is through this acknowledgement that meaning is created for human life and intelligence.We are "required" to be here in order that the universe "exist" via our notion of the term.So far from not supplying or diminishing meaning.Science actually says that we are required and supplies why we are required -LB]

Ted Hondricht :  If one asks "What is it to be aware of this room?" and I answer "It's for a world in a way to exist".That world depends in part on the perceiver and in part on that other world,the world of atoms [But the perceiver is made of atoms,they are not distinct objects apart from each other,that is our false PERCEPTION -LB],the physical world in it's other part.
[Ted is making us distinct from the universe,that is a human distinction,it's not a real one -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  But how can......?

Ted Hondricht :  It has that dual dependency.

Melvyn Bragg :   What are we bringing to bear on our perception? What is our perception? What is the stuff out of which our perception comes? Is there stuff? And if there is stuff,why can't Roger Penrose's investigation be getting somewhere near it?

[Mel has framed why Ted's answer is a non-answer consciousness isn't dependent on our perception, perception is reliant on our consciousness,as usual with mystics they have cause and effect back to front.More to the point you can't supply an explanation in terms of something that is a product of the thing that you're trying to explain,as this is lifting yourself by your own shoelaces,another semi-religious ploy -LB]

Ted Hondricht :  Well....

Melvyn Bragg :  Can you answer that Roger?  Because I can't.

Roger Penrose :  (laughs) Well...yeah...well go ahead if you can say something about that,yes.

Ted Hondricht : Perhaps this may or may not help.It's just a direct question to Roger Penrose.Is consciousness in the brain?

Roger Penrose : Well,it's a phenom.....it's a feature of the brains activity,no doubt about that.But you want to identify...you want to locate it in a certain place? Is that the idea?

Ted Hondricht :  I'm just asking whether on you view it's true that consciousness is in the brain?

Roger Penrose : Well when you say "in" I'm very confused by that,because...I mean it's a phenomenon...

Ted Hondricht :   Your easily confused. 
[That is just not a required remark from someone with the intelligence of an amoeba,what Roger means is that your understanding does not appear to recognise that consciousness cannot be "in" something per se.The capacity of the motor system to be economical is not "in" the motor system and specifically not "in" any vehicles.It is a "feature of" the transport system,and consciousness is a "feature of" brain activity in the same way.In that it is the brain having the features,then the brain is the object that has that features -LB] 

Melvyn Bragg :  Hold on hold on ,let him finish.

Roger Penrose :  .....it's a part...it's a phenomenon which is an activity of the brain,yes.I mean it wouldn't be there,if the brain wasn't there.But you want me to locate it with spatial coordinates or something is that the idea? [Perhaps Ted, you now understand what you're dealing with? -LB]

Ted Hondricht :  Well.....{now who's confused Ted?-LB]

Roger Penrose :  Because it's not a local thing,I'm sure it's not localised.

Ted Hondricht : It would help me to understand your view if you directly answered that question [He did he said "consciousness requires a brain to exist" -LB],because on one understanding of your view,consciousness does seem to be in the brain,it's matter of these micro tubules.

[Oh no not again! Why can't Ted get this.Consciousness requires the collapse of the wave function, micro tubules suggest that that they are doing something like this,whatever the brain is doing as a unit is exploiting the same physics that micro tubules are exploiting,why is there any problem with where consciousness is in the brain? A brain is required for consciousness as we acknowledge it,no one would deny that.Roger is not saying that micro tubules are the seat of consciousness,just that what they do is in some way related to what would be needed to allow consciousness to exist -LB]

Where "a matter" means,it more or less is these micro tubules,and that seems to me.....

Roger Penrose : It isn't the micro tubules.I don't mind it being located......

Ted Hondricht : That seems to me to be an extremely unlikely idea.

[I don't see what Ted's problem is -LB]

Roger Penrose : I'm not saying it is the micro tubules,I never said that,I think you keep bringing it back  (laughs) to that,and I'm not saying that.

Ted Hondricht : But the alternative view is a truism,which is just to the effect that consciousness, whatever it is,and you're know saying you don't know what it is,is somehow based in the brain,we all knew that,it's been true for a century.
[Boy is this guy thick! Why is it so hard to understand that yes it's in the brain but that the operation of the micro tubules goes some way to explaining what sort of physics would be required for consciousness to exist,ie to bend what happens in  in the quantum to the classical or replace both schemes.Ted is saying that it is "either/or between consciousness is in micro tubules or brain,which is it?" Roger is saying "Neither,I am not positing a location for consciousness,just what type of features it may have,and micro tubules shed some light (not angels!)on it" -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Last word to Roger Penrose.

Roger Penrose : I think we're going to have to learn a lot more about what the physical world is like, this is the trouble.I mean I think you have a very archaic view of what the physical world is like [That is a problem for most lay people,they're still using Newtonian intuitions -LB].We've got to know more about that,before we can answer these questions.

Melvyn Bragg :   Well that's true (laughter).Thank you very much,well I enjoyed that,and her thank you very much Roger Penrose....

Roger Penrose :  Thank you.

Melvyn Bragg :   ...thank you very much Ted Hondricht,and thank you for listening and there you go! (laughs)

